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Level 4 Rugby – Performance Coach Paper 
  

‘New Zealand dominance, the source of the ball leading to tries and what should we be coaching’ 
  
Synopsis 
  
The latest data from 2021 Trans-Tasman Super Rugby, Six Nations, Japan Top League and this year’s 
Shute Shield indicates the fact that scoring tries are a by-product of a dominant, accurate set-piece 
and 1st phase attack execution, more so than counter or transition attack. With approximately 61% of 
tries originating from attack set-piece ball. The data shows that in the defensive side of the game, 
approximately 61% of tries are occurring within the first 3 phases of attack. New Zealand teams are 
the superior teams in all data areas. 
 
Background 
  
Looking at the dominance of the New Zealand (NZ) teams over the past decade (at both international 
and provincial levels) the fixed mindset and preconceived idea of many is that NZ teams have a better 
rugby model, better coaching pathways, better players, a superior skill set and the ability to play 
unstructured eyes-up footy over Australian teams and other teams world-wide. I, like many others, 
believed this wholeheartedly as an amateur coach and armchair critic without having studied these 
factors and reviewed games in detail. 
  
At a coaching course last year involving school and club coaches, there were an array of presenters 
from different levels and roles in Australian Rugby. Most of the clips and videos that were presented 
involved viewing Super Rugby teams, International teams, and specific footage of many aspects of the 
game. A 1st grade Shute Shield coach asked me after one of the sessions... ‘Did I notice that most of 
the clips were from teams other than the Wallabies or Australia Super Rugby teams, mainly NZ 
Teams?’ Once he brought this to my attention I couldn’t unsee it. All presenters were inadvertently 
pointing out that what NZ teams were doing is the benchmark, the goal for the rest of the rugby 
world. 
  
This poses many a question in my mind and I am sure many others in Australian rugby circles. 
  

·    Are we behind the eight ball in innovation with our rugby as a country and constantly playing 
catch up with other nations, i.e., trying to follow NZ in all that we do? 

·    Are our Schoolboy and Academy systems missing the mark with player development? 
·    Is the lack of a semi-professional tier 2 competition actually the big gap in player 

development in AUS? 
·    Is it simply because NZ players are bigger, faster, fitter, stronger? 
·    Are we investing enough in the development of coaches in the domestic pathways? 

  
All Super Rugby teams in Australia are professional, our players come through representative teams 
and Academies that have full-time coaches with both skill and physical preparation emphasis. Most 
teams have elite high-performance environments/facilities and Athlete development specialists that 
prepare them with a gruelling offseason for the season ahead. 
  
So, you would think that this is a level playing field in terms of physical preparation for our players... 
Then, then does it come down to NZ players being coached better? 
  

· What are NZ coaches learning or doing differently to Australian coaches? 
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·    Why do we in Australia continue to employ foreign coaches? (currently approx. 30% in Super 
Rugby and most notably the current Wallabies coach) rather than giving Australian coaches 
chances with our professional teams? 

·    If we look at our Super Rugby teams now, do NZ players have better core skill sets, better 
rugby IQ and abilities to read game situations and make decisions on the run than Australian 
players? 

·    Why do Australian Super teams prefer to take 2nd tier ITM, uncontracted players, from NZ in 
front of young Australian talent? By doing this are we undermining the system and 
inadvertently saying that our pathways aren’t good enough to produce quality players? 

 
  

19 years of NZ Bledisloe Cup wins paints a clear picture and the dominance in Super Rugby of NZ 
teams in recent years speaks volumes. I wish I had the answers to all the above, and I am sure many 
in global rugby circles wish they had the answers too! 
  
These thoughts lead me to want to explore the attack of NZ teams, specifically where their teams 
score tries from, and what is the main source of the ball which leads to tries. 
  
Coaching at a schoolboy level, during a pre-season rugby camp, I engaged an ex-Super Rugby Head 
Coach to come in and take a field session for the players. His entire session was based around 
unstructured attack/defence and transition attack/defence (kick receipt, turnover ball etc.) with his 
mindset being that this is the way the game has evolved and this is why NZ are so dominant in world 
rugby. At the time I thought the session was great, up-tempo, dynamic open environment etc. and 
agreed with his observations and theories based around transition attack in the modern game. His 
anecdotal evidence and my observations then lead to a change in coaching approach for the 
remainder of my camp and the season as a whole. 
  
An age-old debate around the coaching table is how much time should we spend on closed skills, set-
piece training, starter plays with structured 3+ phases vs coaching unstructured open skills ‘game-like 
situations’. This continues to be a great topic for debate and something I believe is very different 
depending on the level of players and rugby you are coaching. After the aforementioned pre-season 
camp, approximately 60% of my training sessions were unstructured attack and defence from 
transitions. Not being in a professional environment, and having limited training time, I had to 
sacrifice closed skills, basic skill development, set-piece development, transferring to a predominantly 
open skill-based training that was fluid, dynamic, up-tempo and constantly presenting different 
situations and decision making. With the season cut short due to COVID (7/11 games complete) and 
reflecting postseason, the questions I then asked myself were…… 
  

·    Did we get better as a team this season and see results based on a new training approach? 
No. 

·    Did we have a better unstructured attack from phase play and transitions/turnovers? No. 
·    Was our transitional defence better from turnovers? No. 
·    Did some of our basic core skill execution drop away during games? Yes. 
·    Did our set-piece perform at the 90% success rate we target each game? No. 
·    Did we achieve clean line breaks or tries from set-piece attack? No. 

  
Furthermore, thinking about this new approach adopted for the season and why, when most of our 
pre-season focus and weekly focus had been specifically on one main area of our game, did we not 
progress in this specific area. Was it me? The coaching staff? The players? I am a realist and obviously 
know that at a schoolboy level talent comes in waves, there is also little-to-no continuity in squads as 
boys move on post Year 12 each year. Time is always an issue and yearly reviews are conducted on 
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my coaching, coaching staff and the program as a whole. There are many factors in the environment 
that influence outcomes, but on the surface, this new approach and focus simply did not increase 
performance outcomes. Was the level of content not suitable for 18-year-old players? This lead to 
further thoughts based around NZ teams, their unstructured attack capabilities, and is that really the 
reason why they have an edge on their competitors? Where are the majority of tries scored from? 
 
 
Rationale 
  
To try and gather the most information from a broad range of rugby environments around the world, 
I researched the below information from 2021 Super Rugby Trans-Tasman, 6 Nations, Japan Top 
League, and this year’s NSW Shute Shield. 
  
The two areas that I looked at across these competitions were: 
  

·    The original source of the ball from which tries were scored/conceded 
·    When the try was scored/conceded, i.e., which phase of the attack from when the team 

received the ball did they score? 
  

Taking a closer look at data of tries at a professional level. 
  

·    Was the main source of tries from unstructured, transition and turnover ball? 
·    Is the data similar or varied between different competitions around the world? 

·    Does the data from NZ teams illustrate any trends in the game which links to their 
dominance? 
 

Appendix 1. Source of ball for Tries in Super Rugby, Shute Shield and 6 Nations. 
 
 
1.1 Super Rugby 2021 
 

 
 
1.2 Shute Shield 2021 
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1.3 Six Nations 2021 
 

 
 
 
 
1.4 Japan Top League  
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Appendix 1. The source of the ball from which tries were scored. 
  
1.1 

·    In Super Rugby 58% of tries came from a set-piece, in which Lineout 40% and Scrum 18% of 
tries. 

·    Kick return accounted for 10% of tries. 
·    Gameplay turnovers 11% and set-piece turnovers 5%, total turnovers 16% of total tries. 
·    Only 16% of tries came from turnovers. 
·    All NZ teams scored more tries than Australian (AUS) teams and this is evident in most areas. 

Overall splitting them into NZ v AUS teams try average. NZ teams try avg. was 29 for the 
season v AUS teams 14. 

  
1.2 

·    In Shute Shield 61% of tries came from a set-piece, Lineout 45%, and Scrum 14%. 
·    Kick return 12% 
·    Gameplay turnovers 14% 
·    Set piece Turnovers 2%, total tries from turnovers were 16%. 
·    Although there is over double the number of games and tries being scored at a Shute Shield 

level, there is a consistency in the data in the source of the ball from which tries originated. 
  
1.3 

·    In the Six Nations, 59% of tries came from a set-piece, Lineout 45%, and Scrum 17%. 
·    Kick return 11% 
·    Gameplay total tries from turnovers was 16%. 
·    During the 6 Nations there were only 80 tries scored throughout the competition. 

  
1.4 

·    In the Japan Top League, 68% of tries came from set-piece, 40% Lineout, 18% Scrum. 
·    Kick return 10% 
·    Gameplay turnovers 20%. 
·    In terms of the athlete profiles and style of rugby played in Japan, i.e. speed and tempo, 

they had the highest total from set-piece and turnover ball. 
  
  
The summation of Appendix. 1 data comparing all 4 competitions concludes that approx. 59%, 58% 
61% and 68% of tries originate from the ball being sourced from the set-piece. Tries that originated 
from Kick Return were on average 11% and the turnover ball was approximately 18% of total tries in 
all 4 competitions. 
  
NZ teams were 3 times more likely to score a try from kick return counter and 3 times more likely to 
score from the turnover ball than AUS teams. Although this only accounts for 16% of tries, NZ teams 
are far superior in this area. 
  
This data primarily outlines the need to focus primarily on winning set-piece, in particular lineouts, 
more so than transition attack and turnover ball attack (60% v 29%). Defensively from a coaching 
perspective, an increased emphasis on a defensive lineout and organisation of team defence from 
set-piece, more so than working on transition/turnover defence, could reap benefits. On the other 
side of the ball having a dominant set piece with accurate execution can pose the most problems for 
teams defensively. Even with the difference in the playing level of rugby in each competition, the data 
is very consistent across the board of the source of the originated ball for tries scored. 
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Appendix 2. What phase of attack were tries were scored/conceded? 

 
 
2.1 Super Rugby 2021 
 
 
 

 
 
 
2.2 Shute Shield 2021 
 
 

 
 
 
2.3 Six Nations 2021 
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2.1 - Super Rugby 
  

·    40% tries were scored/conceded from 1st Phase 
o   NZ teams average was 13 tries per team v AUS teams 4 tries average per team from 1st 

phase 
·    25% of tries were scored from 2nd or 3rd Phase 

o   NZ teams average was 7 tries per team v AUS teams 4 tries average per team from 2nd 
or 3rd phase 

·    17% of tries were scored from 4th/5th or 6th Phase 
o   NZ teams average was 5 tries per team v AUS teams 2 tries average per team from 

4th/5th or 6th Phase 
·    19% of tries were scored from 7 or more phases 

o   NZ teams average was 5 tries per team v AUS teams 3 tries per team from 7 or more 
phases 
   

2.2 - Shute Shield 
  

·    44% of tries were scored/conceded from 1st Phase 
·    24% of tries were scored from 2nd or 3rd Phase 
·    22% of tries were scored from 4th/5th or 6th Phase 
·    12% of tries were scored from 7 or more phases. 

  
2.3 – 6 Nations 
  

·    0% of tries were scored/conceded from 1st Phase 
·    48% of tries were scored from 2nd or 3rd Phase 
·    29% of tries were scored from 4th/5th or 6th Phase 
·    22% of tries were scored from 7 or more phases. 

  
  
The summation of Appendix. 2 does not show the consistency in data across the 3 competitions as per 
Appendix 1. The data reveals greater similarities to the two Southern hemisphere competitions vs the 
6 Nations in the Northern hemisphere regarding which phases the tries are scored. The Super Rugby 
and Shute Shield data is very similar, reflecting that phases 1-3 are when most tries are scored, 
predominantly 1st Phase. 
  
The largest differential was seen in 1st Phase, with no tries being scored in the Six Nations by any team 
off 1st Phase. There are two ways to look at this; do the international teams in the Six Nations have 
better set-piece defence or do the southern hemisphere teams have superior 1st phase attacking 
ability? Is it a mindset and a style of rugby that is coached and ingrained in each hemisphere? Do 
conditions play a role in this? This would be something that would be worth taking a closer look at. 
  
Once again there is a huge dominance of NZ teams, especially in the scoring from the 1 st phase 
whereby they are over 3 times more likely to score on the 1st phase than Australian teams. 
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Discussing this statistical data with a current Super Rugby Assistant Coach raised other such 
questions/thoughts/limitations that included: 
  

·    Looking at the level of skill-set, size, athleticism, speed, power and agility of our top tier 
outside backs compared to other equivalent international players. Where would AUS rate in 
world rugby? Where would NZ rate? 

·    Is Rugby union struggling to keep our best talent in the game vs Rugby League? 
·    What is the mindset of current Australian Coaches? Coaching to win or coaching to develop 

players in all areas of their game for the greater good, resulting in greater Wallaby success? 
·    Is the coaching model in Australia about creating the best Wallabies we can? 
·    Do Australian teams play the best style of rugby to suit its players, or are we playing a certain 

style because NZ teams play that way and it is proven to work for them? 
·    From the 1st phase statistic data there are limitations in the data surrounding how many were 

scored from specifically: 
o   Maul from the Lineout? 
o   Maul to a set-piece first phase attack off the Lineout? 
o   Straight off the Lineout to the backline launch first phase attack to score. 

  
This is something that would be very interesting to break down even further to gain a better 
understanding of the source of the ball for tries and would be an instrumental feedback tool to shape 
the way teams attack and defend and where the best opportunities lie. 
  
The discussion around top-end speed, athleticism, power, and agility is also worth a discussion. How 
do we compare to top tier nations around the world? Do we need to increase the training in certain 
aspects of this throughout our junior programs so that players are developing better in these areas? 
 
Conclusion 
  
Upon analysing the information regarding the source of the ball from where tries were scored, and 
which phase of play tries were scored, the data shows that there are some serious trends in rugby 
that are prevalent across all competitions. The biggest stand out is that an average of 61% of tries 
were scored from the ball that was sourced from the set-piece and of that 61%, 43% from Lineout. 
Without being able to track down how many tries were scored from Mauls specifically, an average of 
28% of tries were scored in the 1st phase of attack and a further 33% were scored on the 2nd or 3rd 
phase. 
  
Conclusions for an attack or defensive coach would suggest that within the first 3 phases an average 
of 61% of tries are scored. Therefore, the emphasis on coaching suggests that as a coach the teams 
with the most organised and innovative set-piece 3 phase attack should score the most tries and the 
team that has the best defensive systems and executions for the first 3 phases should concede the 
least tries. The relates to approx. 60% of the game.  
  
Statistically, the Lineout is the most important set piece for any team to win and disrupt during a 
game. Many I am sure would have argued that the best attacking opportunity from set-piece would 
be from scrums, but the data again shows that you have 2 times better opportunities to 
score/concede points from a lineout rather than a scrum. 
  
Early in the 2000’s probably up until 2007/8 there was a big emphasis on 3 phase attacks and set roles 
in attack from set-piece (e.g. ACT Brumbies – Eddie Jones). Plays were often called and players rather 
than playing what’s in front of them play out the rehearsed 3 phase plays. Today, there is often a call 
from a set-piece which may give landmarks or areas or players where teams want to get to, but the 
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actual play and prescribed call have changed to a more heads up approach, and playing what is 
presented by the defence in each option. Based on the data, is this something that could be revisited 
or looked at for teams and coaching staff? Do you take out the variables and decision making on the 
run and go back to prescribing 3 phase plays? How can we best manipulate set-piece Defence? Are 
we upskilling our young players enough to make the right decisions on where to attack once the 
defence is set up? The introduction of attacking kicks over the past 3 or 4 years has proven to be a 
weapon for attacking teams. 
  
Turnover ball including kick return accounted for avg. 29% of the source from where tries are scored. 
Whilst the % of the set-piece source was revealed, this is a major part of the game to also focus on, 
but not to the extent which I had transitioned to this season. Especially with kicking now playing such 
a dominant role in the game, not just for field position, but also for attack and manipulating defensive 
lines. I envisage this continuing and an area that could also be used as a weapon on both sides of the 
ball. The new law variations (50/22 and Dropouts) may also impact this going forward. 
  
NZ teams are far superior in almost all areas of the game, not just kick return and turnover ball attack. 
Whilst they are dominant in this area, NZ teams also show dominance across all data fields. This 
answers or gives substance to many of the questions/statements I posed earlier in this paper. Further 
thoughts and research that could be explored is the advantage to NZ having Rugby is there number 1 
sport and held in high regard, compared to AUS whereby League and Soccer numbers outweigh 
Rugby. As a country, culturally do NZ have a better Rugby model and culture from the top right down 
to junior ranks? How much does this flow on and impact performance at the international level? I am 
still left thinking WHY? How do we close the gap? 
   
Based on my personal coaching approach this year and change of tact, the data shows that I was 
putting far too much time into areas that were not beneficial to the outcomes of the game – i.e., 
turnover, and unstructured attack and defence. I was not coaching to my player’s strengths and their 
abilities rather following a norm and trend from an experienced coach who did not actually know my 
players. Feedback revealed that training was very fun and the players really enjoyed the open skills 
and unstructured training so this is something to maintain but incorporate with set-piece - 3 phase 
training. 
 
Summary 
  
Although I have posed many questions and hopefully provoked thoughts and discussions, I have not 
been able to solve the majority of them. This data has provided food for thought that ultimately 
outlines feedback from the 2021 rugby season and areas of adjustment for coaching moving forward. 
As expected, the NZ teams’ dominance has shone through. This was not just in the transition and 
unstructured attack, but in all areas of the game. The data shows that set-piece - especially Lineout - 
is where teams need to execute. This goes for both sides of the ball in both attack and defence. The 
ability to execute in the first 3 phases on both sides of the ball is crucial and represents where 60% of 
the game could be won or lost. 
  
Stripping this back as a coach into a yearly planner, the core skills in set-piece areas for both backs 
and forwards needs to be an area of focus during the preseason. Fundamental skills broken down into 
part practice, techniques that can be progressed to whole skill in open environments, will be areas of 
improvement that can be focused on moving forward.  
 
The importance of core skills needed for set-piece from a junior level cannot be underestimated as 
they are still the core skills needed at the top level. Rugby IQ and tactical strategy to identify space, 
mismatches and areas to attack/defence are also skills that cannot be underestimated when coaching 
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at a junior level. Upskilling in winning 1v1 attacking contests, utilising speed, agility and decision 
making could have an increased benefit to the ability to score tries from 1st phase attack in the future 
of the game. Athleticism and physical attributes are impacted significantly by genetics but this is an 
area whereby an increased focus on at a junior level. 


